Knowledge Management (KM) Section Program Schedule

Saturday, August 13 2.45pm-5.15pm, Room 202a
Standing Committee Meeting

Tuesday, August 16 4pm-6pm, Room 208
KM Cafe in Action
This joint session with the Library & Research Services for Parliaments Section begins with a short introduction to knowledge management by Xuemao (Shimo) Wang, Chair of the Knowledge Management Section & an introduction to the Knowledge Cafe concept by Moira Fraser, Chair of the Library & Research Services for Parliaments Section. Then participants move from table to table every 20 minutes to informally discuss with a facilitator and colleagues the following topics:

Table Topics:
Knowledge Sharing Techniques in Organizations
Knowledge Sharing Applications in Libraries -- Case studies
Selling the value of KM in our organization/ Enlisting support & making the case for KM)
Collaborative Technologies to support/facilitate Knowledge Sharing
Building & sustaining communities of practice
Learning from lessons learned
Social media facilitating/enabling knowledge sharing

Wednesday, August 17 8am-9am, Room 102b
Standing Committee Meeting

Wednesday, August 17 1.15pm-3.45pm, Grand Salon B
Applied Knowledge Management: Success Stories & Case Studies in Libraries & Lessons Learned
* Defining knowledge for a geographically diverse user community: a case study of services and assessment
  ARDIS HANSON (Louis de la Parte Florida Mental Health Institute, Tampa, FL, USA)
* The librarian/lecturer: successful course development based on KM principles
  STUART BASEFSKY (ILR School, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA)
* KM in a Single Virtual University Space (SVUS)
  KAREN LEQUAY (The University of the West Indies, Open Campus, St. Augustine, Trinidad and Tobago)
* A KM-based strategic, global current awareness service
  STUART BASEFSKY (ILR School, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, USA)
Knowledge Management Joint Sessions

Wednesday, August 17, 8:30am-10:30am, Grand Salon B

Session 193 - e-Legal deposit: from legislation to implementation; from ingest to access
  Bibliography Section with IFLA-CDNL Alliance for Digital Strategies Programme (ICADS), Information Technology, National Libraries and Knowledge Management
  * The state of e-Legal deposit in France: looking back at five years of putting new legislation into practice and envisioning the future
    PETER STIRLING, GILDAS ILLIEN, PASCAL SANZ and SOPHIE SEPETJAN (France)
  * Electronic legal deposit at the National Library of Chile
    Translations: [Español]
    ROBERTO AGUIRRE BELLO (Chile)
  * Managing legal deposit for online publications in Germany
    RENATE GÖMPEL and LARS G. SVENSSON (Germany)
  * The National Library of South Africa e-Legal deposit strategy: legislative and pilot study analysis
    LESIBA STEVE LEDWABA, NARIOS MPHOLEFOLE and JOHN K. TSEBE (South Africa)
  * Electronic legal deposit: the New Zealand experience
    ALISON ELLIOTT (New Zealand)
  * Tortoise or Hare? Learning from the development of e-legal deposit legislation in the UK
    RICHARD GIBBY and CAROLINE BRAZIER (United Kingdom)

Thursday, August 18, 8:30am-10:30am, Grand Salon B

Session 194 - Promoting global access to law: developing and open access index for official, authenticated legal information
  * Mapping the world of digital legal information
    RADU D. POPA (USA)
  * The digital legal landscape in South America: government transparency and access to information
    TERESA MIGUEL (USA)
  * Mapping the digital legal resources of Mexico, Central America, the Spanish-speaking Caribbean and Haiti
    MARISOL FLOREN (USA)
  * Access to digital legal information: focus on the English-speaking Caribbean countries
    YEMISI DINA (Canada)